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Abstract— The current ultrasound therapy machines are
implementing continuous waveform, which in fact, is not an optimum
technique for therapy treatment process. Apparently, pulse waveform
appearing as a more effectively way of signal generation in terms of
its power consumption, low cost hardware and short timing used. In
order to overcome these drawbacks of conventional therapy
machines, we proposed a programmable pulse generator for pulse
waveform production with high frequency more than 1MHz through
Cyclone 2 Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) development
board. The generator is developed with maximum controllable 10
number of burst and clock frequency 50MHz. Register Transfer
Level designs with Very-High-Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware
Description Language (VHDL) coding are also implemented
throughout this project. Pin assignment was used to assign the pin
connection in FPGA for linkage of input and output data of FPGA.
The result of generated waveforms were observed using oscilloscope.
Based on the findings, the developed programmable FPGA is able to
produce high frequency signal effectively and accurately.

Keywords— Ultrasound, field programmable gate array (FPGA),
pulse generator, waveform, therapy.
I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE conventional waveform generator in ultrasound
therapy machines are built with embedded hardware and
due to that, problem of high maintenance cost for hardware
might arise [5-9]. Besides, treatment with pluses waveform at
high frequency sound waves are also requires operator with
special training, skills and experiences in order to operate the
machine precisely. Fault operating of the machine might lead
to overheating problem on the injured part of patient. In
addition, the present waveform generator is not environmental
friendly as the power consumption for this type of generator is
essentially high. Consequently, it is contributed to greenhouse
effect directly and waste of power resource might be another
issue for long term upshot.
A pulse signal generator can either be an internal circuit or a
piece of electronic test equipment used to generate pulses.
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Simple pulse generators usually allow control of the pulse
repetition rate (frequency), pulse width, and delay with respect
to an internal or external trigger and the high and low voltage
levels of the pulses. More-sophisticated pulse generators may
allow control over the rise time and fall time of the pulses.
Besides, pulse generators may also applying digital
techniques, analogue techniques, or a combination of both
techniques to form the output pulses. For example, the pulse
repetition rate and duration may be digitally controlled while
the pulse amplitude, rise and fall of times may be determined
by analogue circuitry in the output stage of a pulse generator.
Within correct adjustment, pulse generators can produce a
50% duty cycle square wave. There are generally singlechannel providing one frequency, delay, width and output. To
produce multiple pulses, these simple pulse generators would
have to be ganged in series or in parallel [1].
Based on the literatures, there were various types of
methods in generating the particular waveform of pulse signal
using Pulse Width Modulator (PWM). Sund S. Kim et al. have
proposed a method using the combination of logic component
such as register, comparator, counter, multiplexer, Flip-Flop
and basic logic component. Their finding shows PWM is able
to control the pulse width through the adjustments of duty
cycle. Nevertheless, the drawbacks of their real time hardware
implementation network controller with DSP and FPGA is
only able to regulate the single width burst and produce
continuous signal waveform [2].
Muthuramalingam et al. also reported their design using
Universal Synchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) to
interface obtained data set based on Gaussian distribution.
Read Access Memory (RAM) was used to store the received
data from registers, counter and flip-flops. Then the produced
pulse signals by FPGA are depends on the input signal control
by the set of stored data. In other words, if there was no input
data set to the FPGA, no pulse signal will be generated [3].
Besides, O. Cadenas et al. have presented method for pulsewidth modulation based on DC-DC Converter for electric
propulsion. The H bridge topography which consists of four
IGBT transistors is driven by the module TL494 to function as
switching. The filter circuit and operation amplifier are used to
filter out the noise and amplify the output pulse signal [4].
In this paper, we present a computerized method to develop
the pulse signal generator by using FPGA where the final
resultant output are adjustable burst width and time delay
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bettween two pullse signal. Thee characteristic of the generaated
pulse signal waveeform for burst width should be ranged with
hin
1 ssecond-1 untill 10 second-1, and the maxiimum numberr of
gennerated burst is
i up to 10 burrst. The delay of burst and tiime
shoould be changeeable by the user accordingly
y.
The rest of thiis paper is organized as follo
ows. In section
n 2,
wee describe the materials
m
and method
m
in details. The resultss of
preesent method are
a shown in Section
S
3, and
d finally we drraw
som
me discussion
n and conclusion in Secction 4 and 5
resspectively.
III. MATERIALSS AND METHOD
DS
The FPGA used in this projject is Cyclonee 2 FPGA Mo
odel
EP
P2C20F484C7. Base on the ch
haracteristic off pulse signal, the
burrst width for one burst is range
r
within 1 second-1 to 10
seccond-1. The time delay between
b
two burst should be
adjjustable up to 40 ns at leastt and the maximum numberr of
gennerated burst is 10 burstt. Besides, am
mong the High
Deescription Lan
nguage (HDL
L) coding, Very-High-Spe
V
eed
Inttegrated Circuiit Hardware Deescription Lang
guage (VHDL) is
choosen instead of Verilog codiing. RTL desig
gn method is also
a
reqquired to plan
n the block diiagram as thee draft for cod
des
wrriting. Last butt not least, a Graphical
G
Userr Interface (GU
UI)
willl be developed
d to allow userr to key necessaary data.
A
A. Quartus 2 Version
V
9.0
Quartus 2 is the softwaree used to deesign the sig
gnal
waaveform which
h will be prograammed in the Cyclone 2 FPG
GA
forr pulse signall production. The design of a system to
inttegrate with FPGA
F
consistts four differeent steps, wh
hich
inccluding algoriithm of modelling, RTL modelling, RTL
R
dessign and HD
DL coding. Th
he first stagee of the desiign,
alggorithm of modelling is used
d to set the main function, and
a
alsso determine th
he system streaam by using fin
nite state mach
hine
floow chart.
N
Next, the RTL
L modelling is used
u
to convert the algorithm
m of
moodelling into table form for
f
type foreccasting of lo
ogic
com
mponents. Th
hese componen
nts will incorrporate with the
siggnal for outputt production at the next stag
ge of design. For
F
thee RTL design
n, it is used to design th
he layout of the
connnection for co
ombination of logic componeent. In addition
n, it
is also used to seet the output signal
s
for each
h state to function
m. Last but no
ot least, the RT
TL design will be
thee design system
preesented in VHD
DL coding form
m to program FPGA.
F

flow fo r the output prroduction, as sshown in Figuure 2. Firstly,
with the initial state and its nname to state
the systtem will start w
0 (S0). Next, it will bbe set to run tthe function “bburst-1” and
reach too state 1 (S1). The function oof “burst-1” is to minus the
numberr of burst that eenters from thee characteristicc of signal in
the deveeloped Graphiccal User Interfface (GUI).
In orrder to continuue move the pprogram’s flow
w forward, it
should passed througgh two differeent conditionss, which are
=eq1” and “buurst=0” is in
“in1=eqq1” and “bursst=0”. If “in1=
true moode, the system
m will set off tto state 3 (S3). Else, it will
be loopped back to staate S1. If “burrst=0” is not inn true mode,
then it w
will set off to sstate 2 (S2). In this state, if thhe “in2=eq2”
is true mode, the pprogram’s flow
w it will go to state S1,
otherwiise it will be loooped back to sstate S2 again. For the state
S3, if ““in3=eq3” is iin true mode, the system wiill set off to
“reset” function and reeturn to initial state.
C. R TL Modelling
The ssystem flow foor the RTL moodelling is the same as the
previouus stage. It is simply presennted in the tabble form for
continuuing to set thee control vecttor signal, whhich used to
we were able
functionn the data pathh unit. Based onn the table 1, w
to foreccast the logic components w
which will be used in the
design later on. Suchh logic componnents are incluuded counter
mparator. The counter is useed to count thee number for
and com
each cloock cycle whille the comparaator can compaare the input
data vallue with the coount value from
m the counter.. If the input
data vallue is equal to the count valuue, it will simuulate positive
responsse logic “1” to tthe control uniit for triggeringg next state.
D. R
RTL Design
A cloock signal (clkk) is synchronnous supply to control unit
and datta path unit. T
The reset signaal (reset) is useed to disable
the pul se signal geneerator to prodduce pulse whhen the reset
mber of burst that the user
signal i s “1”. The “buurst” is the num
wishes to generate annd entered throough the GUI. The signals
“in1”, ““in2”, and “in33” are the inpuut data for the ccharacteristic
of signaal which will bbe entered based on GUI.
The waveform is tthe output of the system w
which will be
generateed according tto the user’s seetting. For conntrol unit, the
signals are linked to other units such as clock signal, reset
signal aand feedback ssignal. The ouutput of the coontrol unit is
called ccontrol vector ssignal.
The ffeedback signaal from the daata path unit w
will triggered
the conttrol unit to perrform next stepp in the system. The control
vector oor bus control (rst, en1, en2, en3) will mannage the reset
signal ffor counter swiitching. The firrst counter is uused to count
the bursst width. The ssecond counterr is used to couunt the burst
delay w
while third coounter is use to count the time delay
betweenn two set off burst. Detaills of the desscription are
illustratted in Figure 3.

Fig. 1 The oveerall design sysstem
B
B. Algorithm of
o Modelling
The goal of algorithm of modelling is to show the systtem
Issue 7, Volume 5, 2011
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Fig. 2 Thhe algorithm of
o modelling

Table 1 Thee RTL modelling of the present state and next state
S0
T<-BURST-1
BURST

S1: (IN1=E
EQ1)
(BURST=0)
(IN1=EQ1)*
(BURST=0)*
EQ2)
S2: (IN2=E
(IN2=EQ2)*
S3: (EQ3)
(IN3=EQ3)*

Issue 7, Volume 5, 2011

GOTO S1
GOTO S3
GOTO S1
GOTO S2
T<-BURST-1
BURST
GOTO S1
GOTO S2
RESET
T
GOTO S0
GOTO S3
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Fig.
F 3 The desig
gned block diaagram accordinng to algorithm
m of modelling

Table 2 The signal that set in
n the control un
nit according to
o the feedback signal
RTN
TIVATE
SIGNAL ACT
S0
BURST<-BUR
RST-1
rst
GOTO S1
S1: (IN1=EQ1
1)
GOTO S3
en1
(BURST=0)
GOTO S1
en1
(IN1=EQ1)*
GOTO S2
en1
(BURST=0)*
2)
RST-1
S2: (IN2=EQ2
BURST<-BUR
(IN2=EQ2)*
GOTO S1
en2
GOTO S2
en2
S3: (IN3=EQ3
3)
RESET
(IN3=EQ3)*
GOTO S0
en3
GOTO S3
en3

When the systtem begin from
m the initial staate (S0), the reeset
he entire counteer to initial cou
unt value = 0. At
siggnal will set th
staate 1, wheneveer the feedbacck signal passeed from the first
f
com
mparator (in1=
=eq1) is “1”, th
he system will set off to statee 3.
If the first comp
parator is “0”, then the coun
nter will keep on
n
of burst is greater than
n two, the systtem
couunting. If the number
willl go to state 2 to initiate the second counterr by giving sig
gnal
enaable 2 (en2). The state 3 will
w give signaal enable 3 (en
n3)
equual to “1” in orrder to initiate the third countter.
E
E. VHDL Cod
ding Program using
u
Quartus 2
By using the default timing
g analysis, the output shown
n in
thee vector waveeform file is almost
a
the sam
me as the ressult
Issue 7, Volume 5, 2011

[rst en1 en2 een3]
1000
0100
0100
0100

0010
0010
0001
0001

obtainedd by using thhe oscilloscoppe. Figure 4 iillustrate the
produceed output waveeform by the V
VHDL coding. It shows that
the devveloped codingg is generatingg the desired pulse signal
waveforrm accurately.
Figurre 5 shows thee pin assignmeent of the Cyclone 2 FPGA
model EP2C20F484C
C7. There aree only 3 pin used in the
present work to connnect from the C
Cyclone 2 proccessor to the
pin of iinput and outpput. The input pin such as P
PIN_L1 is an
input oof internal cloock of frequeency 50 MHzz while the
PIN_L222 is a switch button to reseet or stop the system. The
PIN_A113 act as outpuut pin which iss one of the PIIO connector
that willl connect to thhe oscilloscopee to view the ooutput signal
waveforrm.
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Fig. 4 Output signaal generate by tthe VHDL codding

Fig. 5 Crreating of pin assignment
a
for the Cyclone 2 FPGA
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Fig. 6 Pro
ogram VHDL code
c
integrate into Cyclone 2 FPGA

ws the program
mmer used in th
he proposed wo
ork
Figure 6 show
to program the VHDL codin
ng integrates with Cyclonee 2
PGA. First of all,
a the connecction from thee computer to the
FP
Cyyclone 2 FPGA
A board should be coupled an
nd the “Hardwa
are
Settup” to select the type of connection
c
sho
ould be selectted.
Neext, the VHD
D file is add
ded and the coding will be
proogrammed intto the Cyclon
ne 2 FPGA when
w
the “Sta
art”
buttton is clicked
d. The output signal
s
will gen
nerate at the PIO
P
outtput pin directtly and the sig
gnal waveform can be observ
ved
thrrough the oscilloscope.

III. RESULLTS
method used tto observe the produced pulsse waveform
The m
can be done by m
measuring the burst width through the
oscillosscope. The buurst width iss the measureement taken
throughh the differentt between the times for tw
wo horizontal
lines inn the oscilloscoope, as shown in Figure 7. T
The results of
measurement byy using oscillooscope were
actual bburst width m
recordeed as shown in Table 3 and Taable 4 accordinngly.

F
Fig. 7 The meaasurement of th
he amplitude and
a burst width
h through oscillloscope
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Table 3 Actuall burst width observe by usin
ng oscilloscope
B
Burst Width (ss-1)
Voltage
V
(v)
1
3..48
2
3..48
3
3..48
4
3..48
5
3..48
6
3..48
7
3..48
8
3..48
9
3..48
10
3..48

Buurst width (ns)
10000±1
5000±1
3400±1
2600±1
2000±1
1600±1
1400±1
1200±1
1111±1
1000±1

Table 4 Total burst
b
width thaat measure acco
ording to the number
n
of burstt
N
No. of Burst
Burst Width
h (ns)
Voltage ((v)
1
1000
3.48
2
1000
3.48
3
1000
3.48
4
1000
3.48
5
1000
3.48
6
1000
3.48
7
1000
3.48
8
1000
3.48
9
1000
3.48
10
1000
3.48

The Cyclone 2 FPGA boarrd is form by
y combination of
C
2 pro
ocessor and baasic
varrious componeents such as Cyclone
eleectronic that needed.
n
In an electronic equ
uipment, to store
chaarge and am
mplify the signal, the com
mponent such as
cappacitance, resisstor and amplifier circuit is needed.
n
Thus, the
photodiode jun
nction capacitance and amplifier traansmpedance gain will
w cause the noise
n
gain startting increase with
w
im
thee frequency of signal.

Theree was no conssideration on tthe effect of unnwanted DC
signals that flow andd the couple of amplifier indduced signal
that wiill introduce a DC error. If the large pulse signal
precedees a much sm
maller faster ssignal then thhe capacitive
couplinng is still recovvering to the baase level when the signal is
detectedd and the smaaller signal is easily lost in this region.
This sceenario is after the case whenn simple levell threshold is
subsequuently used.

F
Fig. 8 Total bu
urst width versu
us number of burst
b
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Total B
Burst Width (nns)
1000
3000
5000
7000
9000
11000
13000
15000
17000
19000
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A
As shown in Figure
F
8, the nu
umber of pulsee set in the graaph
is uup to 10 burstt. While the bu
urst delay is 1000 ns, the bu
urst
width is 1000 nss. Also, the obtained finding shows the lin
near

incremeents of numbeer of burst aree proportional to the total
burst w
width. This indiicates that the iincreasing num
mber of burst
m linearly.
is addinng up the burst width for the ppulse waveform

Fig
g. 9 The measurrement for the total burst widdth and the num
mber of burst.

Fig. 10
0 The pulse sign
nal waveform generated by C
Cyclone 2 FPG
GA with burst = 3

Fig. 11 The pulse sign
nal waveform generated by C
Cyclone 2 FPG
GA with burst = 7
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Fig. 12
2 The pulse sign
nal waveform generated by C
Cyclone 2 FPG
GA with burst=
=10

IV. DISC
CUSSIONS
P
Pulse waveform
m generator is widely used in
n the medical and
a
inddustrial field. It is function to
o generate various kind of pu
ulse
siggnal according
g to the user needs
n
especiallly the adjustaable
chaaracteristic of pulse signal, which
w
including
g burst width and
a
burrst delay are essentially reequired in the current mediical
fieeld.
he pulse wav
veform is also
o applied for the
In addition, th
currrent ultrasoun
nd machine du
ue to its efficiency. The pu
ulse
waaveform which
h has long tim
me delay betw
ween two burstt is
cruucial to detect the
t feedback siignal when thee first pulse sig
gnal
is emitted from transducer.
t
Th
he feedback sig
gnal is the sig
gnal
yer.
thaat reflected thrrough the diffeerent hardness of the skin lay
Thhe pulse signal will form as compressive
c
an
nd tensile for the
skiin area that co
over by the tran
nsducer and th
he waveform will
w
pennetrate through
h the skin surfface until the bone
b
structuree. It
willl increase thee metabolism of
o the cell tissu
ue and therefo
ore,
enaable treatment for injured mu
uscle.
urst up to max
ximum 10 burst is
The adjustablee number of bu
to ensure that the
t
reflected signal is morre clearly if the
n layer is larg
ger. Also, the adjustable bu
urst
thiickness of skin
dellay between each
e
burst caan ensure the waveform beeen
traansmitted moree effectively, an
nd to avoid thee superposition
n of
waaveform cause by the reflecteed signal and trransmitted sign
nal.
Thhis will affect th
he result on fin
nding the thickn
ness of skin.

noise tthat cause byy the internaal electronic component.
Furtherm
more, the Cycclone two FPG
GA can be reprrogrammable
and useed for other typpe of system ddesign. Findinggs show that
the devveloped system
m is able to proovide consisteent and more
objectivve results.
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